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Kurt Schneider (1857-1939)
• 1st rang symptoms: “Ich-Störungen”; auditory verbal 
hallucination (comments and dialogue); delusional perception
• 2nd rang sypmtoms: other hallucinations, affective 
symptoms (blunted/depressed mood), cognitive symptoms. 
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 Psychiatric diagnoses: descriptive categorizations with little predictive validity

 A set of positive and negative symptoms that often co-occur, but
 heterogeneity between individuals
 variability within individuals

• Multiple etiological factors at various levels of observation: molecular, cellular,
systems-level, immunologic, psychological, social, environmental
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 Powerful models need to deal with
 heterogeneous symptomatology
 complex etiology
 big data
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Two approaches



Data-driven approach: diagnostics



Data-driven approach: treatment

Prediction of treatment response 
to antipsychotics in schizophrenia 
(Metha et al., Schizophrenia 
Research 2013)
• categorically defined treatment 

response predicted at an odds ratio of 
12.66 (CI: 7.91-20.29)

• 81% sensitivity and 76% specificity

Tang, BMC Medical Engineering 2012
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Algorithmic models

• Patients diagnosed with schizophrenia show reduced learning from 
positive outcomes

• Most pronounced in patients with high-negative symptoms

• Difficulty to learn from positive outcomes (dopaminergic 
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Two models:
• Actor-Critic: 

• “critic” evaluates the reward values of particular states
• “actor” selects responses as a function of learned stimulus-

response weights
• Q-Learning:

• Agent learns the reward (Q-) value of specific decisions



Algorithmic models

Task: Learning between pairs of stimuli
• Stimulus + Reward vs. Stimulus + No Reward
• Stimulus + No-Reward vs. Stimulus + Loss

Negative symptoms are not associated with reduced learning from positive PEs 
per se, as previously suggested, but rather with impairment in the representation 
of positive expected value to guide decisions.
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Optimal models



Optimal models

Hermann von Helmholtz (1821 – 1894)

Unconscious inference:
“The psychic activities that lead us to infer that there
in front of us at a certain place there is a certain
object of a certain character, are generally not
conscious activities but unconscious ones. In their
result they are equivalent to a conclusion, to the
extent that the observed action on our senses
enables us to form an idea as to the possible cause
of this action.”
(Handbuch der Physiologischen Optik, 1867)

The Helmholtz machine (P. Dayan):

“The perceptual system is an inference engine whose function is to infer on the 
most probable cause of sensory input” 



The hollow mask illusion



Bayesian perceptual inference
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Predictive Coding Models of 
Schizophrenia
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Empirical applications
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Summary



Questions and Discussion


